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KOPN-8 from murine BM has similar levels of CD22 and RIT sensitivity as in cell culture.  A.  

Five million KOPN-8 were injected IV in NSG mice on day 1.  The mice were sacrificed on day 8, 

BM was extracted by femur flushing, BM was washed and 500,000 cells as well as 500,000 KOPN-8 

cells from regular cell culture were stained with hu-CD19-FITC and hu-CD22-PE, washed, and 

analyzed by Flow.  Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of PE signal was determined for the CD19 

positive population only and compared to control.  B.  Five million KOPN-8 cells were injected IV in 

NSG mice on day 1.  Mice were euthanized on day 12, BM was extracted from femur, washed and 

resuspended in RPMI, 500,000 cells were plated in 1 ml in a 24 well plate, and treated with indicated 

concentrations of LMB-11.  After 3 days, cells were washed and stained with hu-CD19-FITC (to gate 

out remaining murine bone marrow cells), and with Annexin V-PE & 7-AAD to determine apoptotic 

cells. 

 



 
 
LMB-11-Alexa 647 in KOPN-8 from murine BM reaches maximal signal intensity after only 1 h 

circulation time.  NSG mice were inoculated with 5 million KOPN-8 cells on day 1.  On day 12, the 

mice were injected with 2.5 mg/kg LMB-11-Alexa647 or PBS control.  After the indicated time, mice 

were sacrificed, BM was flushed from one femur, washed with 0.2 M Glycine pH2.5, washed with 

PBS, stained for hu-CD19-FITC to define the ALL cells, and analyzed by Flow for Alexa647 MFI of 

the CD19-positive cell fraction.  Events were gated for hu-CD19 positivity (= KOPN-8).  MFI for the 

gated population is indicated for each time point.  Shown are representatives of duplicates of at least 

three independent experiments.	  	   

	   	  



	  
	  
Compared to the most active rIT HA22, introduction of every new variable in LMB-11 reduced 

activity and increased exposure time against KOPN-8.  A. Cartoon showing structure of all control 

rITs.  HA22 consists of a dsFv detecting CD22 and PE38 which contains domains II and III.  LRGGS 

is missing domain II with the exception of the PE-native furin cleavage site.  LMB-69 is like LRGGS 

but with an Fab.  LMB-10 is like LRGGS, but carries 7 mutations diminishing B-cell epitopes.  LMB-

11 is LMB-10 with an Fab.  Color code is consistent throughout the figure (red = domain II & III, blue 

= wt domain III, green = mutated domain III, solid fill = dsFv, dashed = Fab).  B shows the absolute 

IC50 values in pM for all five rITs.  Values are the summary of three independent WST-8 assays. Error 

shows SEM.  C Exposure time needed for cells to undergo apoptosis.  KOPN-8 cells were exposed to 

the respective rIT for the indicated times, washed, re-plated in complete medium, and after a total of 

three days stained with Annexin V-PE / 7-AAD and analyzed for cell death by flow cytometry. 


